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Abstract 
Reliability analysis considering multiple possible states is known as multi-state (MS) reliability analysis. Multi-state 
system reliability models allow both the system and its components to assume more than two levels of performance. 
Through multi-state reliability models provide more realistic and more precise representations of engineering systems, 
they are much more complex and present major difficulties in system definition and performance evaluation. MSS 
reliability has received a substantial amount of attention in the past four decades. This article presents a new and 
systematic review about multi-state system reliability. A timely review is an effective work related to improving the 
development of MSS theory. The review about the latest studies and advances about multi-state system reliability 
evaluation, multi-state systems optimization and multi-state systems maintenance is summarized in this paper. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology 
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1. Introduction 
Reliability engineering is the discipline of ensuring that a system will be reliable when operated in a 
specified manner. The classical reliability theory assumes that a component or a system can only be in one 
of two possible states, either working or failed. However, engineering systems typically have multiple 
partial failure states in addition to the above-mentioned completely working and totally failed states. 
Especially in today’s real world problems, the great number of system states needs to be considered, and 
increasingly high requirements for accurate reliability evaluation and optimal design make it difficult to 
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use traditional binary reliability techniques. Therefore, the reliability theory of multi-state (MS) reliability 
is highly needed. Multi-state reliability theory recognizes the multiple possible states of engineering 
systems.  The idea of multi-state systems was first touched as early as in 1968 [1]. In the 1970s and 1980s, 
more and more people joined the multi-state reliability research. The early advances in multi-state 
reliability theory were summarized in [2]. In this paper, we bring a new and systematic review on multi-
state system reliability. 
2. Multi-State System Reliability Evaluation  
Many authors have made contributions about multi-state system reliability modeling and evaluation 
theory. Generally speaking, MSS reliability evaluation methods are based on the following five different 
approaches.  
2.1. An extension of binary models to MS cases 
Caldarolar [3] assigned a Boolean variable to each component state in a MS system. Based on this 
method, a MSS can be reduced to a binary system for which reliability evaluation methods such as Fault 
Trees have already been well developed. A modeling technique was suggested which applies the existing 
binary algorithms to the MSS. A Binary Decision Diagram approach has been proposed to realize the 
Boolean algebra [4]. Applying the Boolean methods to determining the MS system structure and 
reliability measures in practical situations can be found in [5]. Boedidheimer and Kapur [5] presented a 
methodology for customer-centered structure function development. According to this method, customers 
define the appropriate number of states for components and the entire MS system. Aven [6] proposed an 
algorithm based on state-space decomposition. Anatoly presented a method extends the classical 
reliability block diagram method to a repairable multi-state system. The suggested method is based on the 
combined random processes and the universal generating function technique and drastically reduces the 
number of states in the multi-state model [7]. 
2.2. The stochastic process approach 
The stochastic process approach has been used to evaluate the reliability of MS systems and applied to 
power systems. Natvig and Streller [8] first applied the stochastic process approach to MS system 
reliability evaluation. The modern theory of stochastic process provides a more advanced probabilistic 
framework [9] that allows one to formulate general failure models, to obtain formulas for computing 
various performance measures, and to determine the optimal replacement policies in complex situation. 
The idea of combining the Markov processes and coherent structure function was proposed by Xue and 
Yang [10]. MS system reliability evaluation was systematically studied using the stochastic processes in 
[11]. Anatoly presented a new method for reliability evaluation for the repairable multi-state system 
considering such kind of redundancy. The proposed method is based on the combination of the universal 
generating function technique and random processes methods [12]. 
2.3. The universal generating function 
The universal generating function (UGF) was introduced by Ushakov in 1986 [13]. Lisnianski and 
Levitin [14] first applied UGF to power system reliability analysis. Levitin et al. [15] presented an 
algorithm for evaluating performance distribution of complex series–parallel multi-state systems with 
propagated failures and imperfect protections. The suggested algorithm is based on the universal 
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generating function approach and a generalized reliability block diagram method. In a series of works, 
different operators provided the determination of the entire MS system performance distribution based on 
the performance distributions of components [3, 16].  
2.4. Monte-carlo simulation 
 Monte-Carlo simulation can be used for the reliability evaluation of almost every real world MS 
system. A hybrid approach was presented using Monte-Carlo simulation and an enumeration technique for 
the reliability evaluation of large scale composite generation-transmission systems, including multi-state 
representation of generating units in [17]. Zio et al. [18] presented a Monte Carlo simulation technique 
which allows modelling the complex dynamics of multi-state components subject to operational 
dependencies with the system overall state. Jose et al. [19] described a Monte-Carlo simulation 
methodology for estimating the reliability of a multi-state network. The problem under consideration 
involves multi-state two-terminal reliability computation. Zio and Podofillini [20] have presented a 
Monte-Carlo simulation approach to estimate all the importance measures of the components at a given 
performance level in a multi-state series-parallel system. 
2.5. Recursive algorithm 
Recursive algorithm is a new approach to evaluate the MS system reliability. Zuo and Tian [21] 
proposed a recursive algorithm for the reliability evaluation of generalized MS k-out-of-n. Li and Zuo [22] 
provided two models of multi-state weighted k-out-of-n system models. Recursive algorithms are 
presented for reliability evaluation of these new models. Vikas et al. [23] discussed reliability evaluation 
and optimal design in heterogeneous multi-state series-parallel systems. Gregory and Liu [24] presented 
an algorithm for evaluating performance distribution of complex series-parallel multi-state systems with 
common cause failures caused by propagation of failures in system elements. The suggested algorithm is 
based on the universal generating function approach and a generalized reliability block diagram method. 
3. Multi-State Systems Optimization 
An important direction for MS system reliability research is the development of optimization 
algorithms to solve different application problems. The redundancy optimization problem for multi-state 
systems was introduced in [25] where the general optimization approach was formulated. A modification 
of the gradient method was applied in [26] to finding the minimal cost configuration of a MS series–
parallel power system structure.  
Tian et al. [27] presented an approach for determining the optimal versions and numbers of 
components and the optimal set of technical and organizational actions for each subsystem of a multi-state 
series–parallel system, so as to minimize the system cost while satisfying the system availability 
constraint. Gupta et al. [28] studied the optimization problem for MS series-parallel systems to maximize 
system reliability subject to system cost. Li et al. [29] presented a heterogeneous redundancy optimization 
approach for multi-state series–parallel systems subject to common cause failures. The universal 
generating function is adapted to analyze the reliability of multi-state system with mixing of components 
of different types, and genetic algorithm is used to solve the optimal model. 
Li and Zuo [30] presented a study on design optimization of multi-state weighted k-out-of-n systems. 
All the optimization problems dealt with in this paper can be categorized as either minimizing the 
expected total system cost subject to system reliability requirements, or maximizing system reliability 
subject to total system cost limitation. Nourelfath and Ait-Kadi [31] formulated a redundancy 
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optimization model under reliability constraints, the minimal cost configuration of a multi-state series–
parallel system, which is subject to a specified maintenance policy. Liu, Zuo and Meng [32] formulated 
the optimization model for continuous multi-state series-parallel systems to determine the number of 
redundancies needed to maximize the system’s expected utility function subject to constraints on system 
cost.  Wu and Chan [33] defined a new utility importance of a component state in MS systems and 
illustrated how genetic algorithm, simulated annealing, and tabu search can be used to select components 
and define the position order. A summary of how mathematical programming, heuristics, metaheuristics, 
neural networks and fuzzy techniques have been used to solve formulated MS system structure 
optimization problems can be found in [34].  
4. Multi-State Systems Maintenance  
Gurler and Kaya [35] proposed a maintenance policy for a system with multi-state components. Huang 
and Yuan [36] presented a two-stage preventive maintenance (PM) policy for the multi-state deterioration 
system under periodic inspection and with multiple candidate actions for PM. they assumed that: (1) such 
actions except replacement are imperfect, (2) the inspection and action times can be ignored, (3) the 
system can be modeled by a multi-state discrete time Markov chain whose transition probabilities will 
change and be updated only at the instant after completing each PM, and (4) the risks of such imperfect 
actions will be updated only at the instant after completing each PM. Wu et al. [37] consider a finite life-
cycle MSS that is subject to both degradation and Poisson failures, and propose methodologies for 
optimizing the maintenance thresholds. Isaac et al. [38] develop a model for evaluating the availability, 
the production rate and the reliability function of multi-state degraded systems subjected to minimal 
repairs and imperfect preventive maintenance. In [39], it deals with preventive maintenance optimization 
problem for multi-state systems, and proposes an approach which improves the results obtained by genetic 
algorithm. Cher et al [40] developed a simple practical framework for predictive maintenance-based 
scheduling of multi-state systems. The maintenance schedules are derived from a system-perspective 
using the failure times of the overall system as estimated from its performance degradation trends. Zuo et 
al. [21] investigated the replacement-repair policy for multi-state deteriorating products under warranty. 
Levitin and Lisnianski [41] formulated the joint redundancy and maintenance replacement schedule 
optimization problem generalized to MS systems. Nourelfath and Ait-Kadi [42] extended the redundancy 
optimization problem of MS systems to the more general case where maintenance resources are limited.  
5. Future Research Direction 
As a relatively new discipline, MSS reliability has many things to accomplish. In the future, many 
promising MSS reliability research direction can be focused on the followings: multi-state component 
criticality and importance analysis, evaluation and fault-tolerant design of multi-state network systems, 
condition based maintenance systems based on multi-state reliability theory, modeling probabilistic risk 
assessment of a multi-state system, system state allocation, state space optimization, modeling of system 
state degradation,  optimization and evaluation of complex multi- state system reliability, and so on. 
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